
Assessed CourseWork

MAT2008, Spring 2009
Deadline: April 28, 5 pm (very strict!)

Problem I. Small random interest rates:
Assume that the interest rate i is a random variable with expectation s and variance
σ2. Assume also that the interest rate is small in the following sense:

Mn[i] := E[in] ∼ εn

where ε ¿ 1 is small.
a) [4 points] Let T > 0 and 0 ≤ t ≤ T be fixed numbers. Prove that

E[(1 + i)T−t] = E[(1 + i)T ] · E[(1 + i)−t]− σ2tT + O(ε3)

Here and below O(ε3) means the value of order ε3 as ε → 0. Hint: use Taylor
expansions of (1 + i)p with respect to i).

b) [2 points] Using the previous formula, verify that

E[FV (i)] = E[(1 + i)T ] · E[PV (i)]− σ2T

n∑

k=0

Aktk + O(ε3)

where (Ak, tk)n
k=0 is a net cashstream of a business project.

Problem II. Immunization: [5 points]

An investor has an obligation to pay a sum of money at the end of year 13 and
the present value of this sum (at t = 0) is P = 390000 pounds. He wants to make
an immunized portfolio using the following 3 bonds:

Bond A: price=80 pounds, duration=10 years;
Bond B: price=100 pounds, duration=15 years;
Bond C: price=120 pounds, duration=20 years

(all the prices and mean durations are computed using the bond price and duration
formulas using the current yield on the market).

In addition, the investor wants to have equal amount of bonds A and B in the
portfolio (NA = NB).

Compute the amounts of bonds A, B and C (NA, NB and NC) which he needs
to buy for his immunized portfolio.

Problem III. More complicated annuities: [4 points]
A loan of £L is agreed to be repayed in n years using the following scheme:

payments should be made yearly in arrears, current interest rate is i. Let the
first payment be A1 = A pounds and the k-th payment (at the end of year k) is
computed by the following recurrent formula:

Ak = Ak−1(1 + j)

where j is a fixed parameter (which takes into account the inflation rate).
Compute the formula for the value of A (express the value of A in terms of L, i,

j and n).
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